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ABSTRACT 

 

‘Why people to continue orderly social life with other people?’, ‘Why people 

everywhere to live in relationship with each other everyday?’, ‘Is commitment and 

relationship between people compulsory or voluntary?’, ‘What keep together society?’, ‘What 

explains the social integration?’, ‘How is society possible?’ This questions are most 

frequently expressed in the literature of social science. This questions lies at the source of the 

problem of order which is one of the central problems of science in general and social science 

in particular. 

By so many thinkers since ancient Greek World discussed the problem of social order, 

has a multilayer structure. The problem is, human nature, interpersonal relations, social 

groups, micro-social structure from many national and international relations in dimensions. 

The problem which addressed in different contexts and routes in the literature of social 

sciences analyzed in terms of structruation by Anthony Giddens. Giddens gives priority to the 

ontological reasoning and has spread to social theory wants to overcome dualism. Giddens’ 

analysis of the problem of social order rahter is characterized in that plane. Giddens does not 

think of the problem of social order as a matter of connecting the individual to the 

community, a moral consensus and an inspection/control issue.For Giddens, the problem of 

social order, with various sub-systems of a whole social system is a matter of time and space 

that connects how. In other words the problem of social order is a problem how the different 

element gains to character by connecting different places and times. Giddens' style of this 

approach to the problem of social order has a distinctive position in the literature of social 

theory. 

 Accordingly the thesis consists of two axes. The first axis was created in order to 

demonstrate which the problem of social order intellectual background has created a critical 

reading.The other axis of the thesis created a way of handling the problem of social order in 

the context of Anthony Giddens’s the theory of structuration.The aim of the thesis is put 

forward how the problem of social order is understanding in the literature of social theory 



with critical reading and points to the importance of the problem of social order, and also 

Anthony Giddens’s notion of the problem of social order demonstrate the strategic position in 

the tradition.  
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